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 Background: Several studies have suggested the importance of autophagy during esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) devel-
opment. This study aimed to explore the autophagy-related genes correlated with overall survival in patients 
with EAC.

 Material/Methods: The RNA-seq expression profiles and clinical data of patients with EAC were screened using The Cancer Genome 
Atlas (TCGA) database. Screening of autophagy-related genes was conducted using the human autophagy data-
base (HADb). Bioinformatic analysis was conducted and included the following: univariate cox, lasso regression, 
and multivariate cox regression analysis; building overall survival assessment of the prognosis model; draw-
ing the model of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and determining the area under the curve; and 
a C-index reliability index assessment model through Kaplan-Meier screening of statistically significant genes 
in the model. The screening results were verified via Oncomine differential expression analysis. Gene set en-
richment analysis (GSEA) was further used to analyze the molecular biological functions and related pathways 
of the gene model.

 Results: Through cox regression and ROC analysis, the model showed that the risk score could accurately and indepen-
dently predict the prognosis of EAC. The screening identified 4 genes: DAPK1, BECN1, ATG5, and VAMP7. GSEA 
showed that the high and low expression levels of the 4 genes were mainly enriched in biological functions, 
such as cell production and regulation, and metabolic pathways that maintain cell activity.

 Conclusions: Our research found that autophagy was involved in the process of EAC development and that several autoph-
agy-related genes may provide prognostic information and clinical application value for patients with EAC.
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Background

Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) is one of the most com-
mon malignant tumors and the sixth leading cause of cancer 
deaths. EAC is a pathological subtype of esophageal cancer 
mainly occurring in the lower esophagus, which is connect-
ed with the stomach. EAC development is related to Barrett’s 
esophagus, gastric reflux, and obesity [1]. At present, the inci-
dence of esophageal adenocarcinoma is increasing in Asia [2]. 
Owing to the lack of reliable early diagnostic methods and ef-
fective interventions, the 5-year survival rate of EAC is less 
than 20% [3]. EAC malignancy is asymptomatic in the early 
stage, with symptoms generally appearing in the middle and 
late stages [4]. Patients with localized EAC can undergo sur-
gical and postoperative therapies, including chemoradiother-
apy [5]. However, the treatment of advanced or metastatic 
EAC provides only palliative and supportive care. Therefore, 
there is an urgent need to find innovative methods and bio-
markers for early detection of EAC and new treatment strate-
gies. So far, several prognostic studies have used various indi-
cators (including DKK3 [6], TXNIP [7], CTO1 [8], and GRB7 [9]) 
that have been reported as prognostic biomarkers for patients 
with EAC. However, the median survival of EAC has increased 
only slightly, and there is still a lack of sensitive gene combi-
nation markers to evaluate the prognosis of patients with EAC. 
Therefore, more studies are needed to explore potential prog-
nostic markers and treatment strategies for EAC.

Autophagy is a crucial biological process that balances cell ho-
meostasis through the degradation of proteins and organelles 
in cells. Previous studies have validated the role of autophagy 
in promoting tumor cell survival and suppressing oncogene-
sis [10–12]; therefore, enhancing and inhibiting autophagy has 
been suggested as a possible treatment strategy [13–16]. Other 
studies have demonstrated that autophagy activation shows 
a marked correlation with tumor dormancy, chemoresistance, 
and stem cell survival [17]. Exploring the relationship between 
EAC and autophagy could further elucidate the mechanisms of 
pathogenesis and improve prognosis and treatment options.

Large-scale expression data have scarcely assessed the role of au-
tophagy in EAC prognosis. This study constructed a bioinformatic 
prognostic model of EAC based on the RNA-seq expression profile 
of EAC tissues in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database and 
further determined predictive biomarkers related to autophagy.

Material and Methods

Patient	samples	and	gene	extraction

EAC-related RNA-seq data and clinical data were downloaded 
from the TCGA database (TCGA, https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). 

EAC clinical data files included survival status, sex, age, and 
TNM staging. Perl language (http://www.perl.org/) was used to 
combine RNA-seq data into a single matrix file and normalize 
the matrix data. In the process, if multiple probes detected the 
expression level of the same gene, the average expression lev-
el of the gene was taken as the expression value. In the data 
processing of patients’ clinical data, the clinical information of 
patients whose survival status was unknown and whose sur-
vival time was blank was deleted. Clinical data included for 
statistical analysis included patient number, survival time, sur-
vival status, age, sex, classification, and TNM stage. The local 
ethics committee approved all open-access datasets and re-
lated research, and our further data mining of these datasets 
complied with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

A query in the human autophagy database (HADb, http://
www.autophagy.lu/index.html) showed that, to date, there 
are 232 autophagy-related genes (ARGs). EAC data and ARGs 
were obtained by screening RNA-seq data downloaded from 
the TCGA database.

Univariate	Cox	and	lasso	regression	analysis

Using combined patient survival information, the survival pack-
age in R software was used to conduct a univariate Cox re-
gression analysis of genes with autophagy-related differences. 
The hazard ratio (HR) and P value of each gene and the sur-
vival of patients with EAC were calculated, and the candidate 
genes significantly related to the prognosis of patients with 
EAC were screened out according to the criterion of P<0.05.

The screened genes were further analyzed by lasso regression 
analysis using the glmnet package of R software [18,19], and 
the regression coefficient was determined by cross-validation 
to reduce the influence of collinearity among genes [20], pre-
vent the risk model variables from overfitting, and conduct 
other screens affecting the prognosis of EAC.

Multivariate	Cox	regression	analysis	and	prognostic	model	
construction

Using survival R software packages, the lasso method was used 
to select genes obtained by multivariable Cox regression anal-
ysis. According to the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the 
lowest AIC value yields the smallest model, which is the opti-
mal model [21] containing the critical genes. To calculate the 
critical genes multifactor regression coefficient, a prognostic 
risk factor score equation was built:

risk score = ∑ exp𝑖𝑖 𝑖 𝑖���� 𝑖𝑖 

where exp is the expression level of each gene in the sam-
ple, and b is the corresponding gene’s multifactor regression 
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coefficient. The prognostic risk coefficient of each gene was 
calculated according to the formula. According to the risk val-
ue’s median value, the HR value and 95% confidence interval 
(CI) of the critical genes in the model were calculated. Based 
on the median risk score, patients with EAC were divided into 
low- and high-risk groups. The survival analyses were recog-
nized as key outcomes, and Kaplan-Meier (K-M) analysis was 
used to analyze the overall survival among the various score 
ranges. Time-dependent receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curves were plotted to calculate the risk model’s predictive 
ability. R software (version 3.6.1) was used to make bioinfor-
matic analyses. P<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

Prognostic	Model	Evaluation	and	Oncomine	Analysis

The ROC curve of the model was drawn using the survival ROC 
package in R software. We determined the area under the 
curve (AUC) values, and the C-index was calculated to evalu-
ate the model’s sensitivity and prediction ability. The higher 
the AUC and C-index, the better the model’s prognostic accu-
racy. Through K-M survival analysis of the critical genes in the 
prognostic model, the value and significance of a single gene 
in EAC prognostic prediction were explored.

The differentially expressed genes were analyzed using the 
Oncomine database (www.oncomine.org) [22]. The prognostic 
model results were verified, and the search conditions were 
set as high-expression ATG5 gene and low-expression BECN1 
gene in the survival analysis of the essential prognostic genes. 
For differential analysis, the analysis parameters were P<0.05, 
fold change=all, gene rank=all, cancer type=esophageal ade-
nocarcinoma, and the first 4 results with the lowest P values 
were drawn.

Gene set enrichment analysis

To further explore the biological functions of EAC disease-re-
lated genes, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was used 
in this study [23] to assess the phenotypic correlation gene 
in the distribution trend list, sort and analyze critical genes in 
EAC prognosis, and identify the biological function of a partic-
ipating signaling pathway. From the Molecular Signature da-
tabase (MsigDB), the Gene Ontology (GO) reference gene set 
“c5. all. v7.1. symbols. gmt” and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 
and Genomes (KEGG) reference gene set “c2. cp. kegg. v7.1. 
symbols. gmt” were used. Enrichment analysis was carried out 
using the weighted enrichment method. The random combi-
nation times were set as 1000, and the items with the highest 
enrichment scores and statistical significance (P<0.05) were 
visualized for analysis.

Results

Screening for differential genes related to autophagy

The RNA-seq expression profile and clinical data of EAC were 
screened by the TCGA database, including 78 EAC samples and 
9 normal tissue samples. The clinical baseline data of EAC pa-
tients are summarized in Table 1. The HADb database was 
used to screen 206 ARGs.

Univariate	Cox	and	lasso	regression	analysis

A univariate Cox regression analysis was performed on ARGs 
to calculate the HR and P value of each gene for survival in 
EAC patients; 14 genes with a significant difference (P<0.05) 
were screened. Significant association defines the gene as a 
candidate gene, and the genes were mapped on a single fac-
tor Cox regression analysis diagram (Figure 1).

These genes were further screened using lasso regression 
(P<0.05) (Figure 1), and a model was established using cross-
validation (Figure 2) to screen 13 significantly correlated can-
didate genes.

Multivariate	Cox	analysis

Thirteen significantly correlated candidate genes were screened 
by multivariate Cox analysis and the optimal model was select-
ed according to the lowest AIC value; 8 genes were defined as 
key in the model and were used to draw the gene multivari-
able Cox analysis diagram (Figure 3).

The prognostic risk score was calculated according to the cor-
responding regression coefficient, where the risk score=
(0.460965×TP73exp)+(–0.4529×DAPK1exp)+ 
(–1.1353×BECN1exp)+(1.75806×ATG12exp)+ 
(0.680104×SIRT1exp)+(–0.92933×CAPN1exp)+ 
(1.647224×VAMP7exp)+(1.638798×ATG5exp).
The prognostic risk index of all samples was calculated and di-
vided into cutoff points by the median value dividing the risk 
indexes into a high-risk group and a low-risk group for sub-
sequent analysis.

Drawing	of	survival	curve,	risk	curve,	and	ROC	curve

The survival score was obtained based on a prognostic risk 
assessment model derived from the multivariate Cox analy-
sis. The median of the prognostic risk index of the sample was 
1.14E+00. Patients with a risk index >1.14E+00 were defined 
as a high-risk group and patients with a risk index <1.14E+00 
were defined as a low-risk group.
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Clinical characteristics Value

T stage

 T0 1

 T1 23

 T2 11

 T3 37

 T4 1

 TX 14

M stage

 M0 51

 M1 5

 MX 31

N stage

 N0 21

 N1 40

 N2 6

 N3 5

 NX 15

Clinical characteristics Value

 Sex, n

 Male 75

 Female 12

Age, years

 £65 38

 >65 49

Grade

 G1 3

 G2 28

 G3 27

 GX 29

TNM stage

 Stage I 10

 Stage II 23

 Stage III 29

 Stage IV 5

 Stage X 20

Table 1. Clinical baseline data for esophageal adenocarcinoma from The Cancer Genome Atlas database.

TNM – tumor, node, metastasis; TCGA – The Cancer Genome Atlas.

TP73

DAPK1

BECN1

ATG12

ITGA3

RB1CC1

SIRT1

GOPC

TBK1

CAPN2

CAPN1

DDIT3

VAMP7

ATG5

0.014

0.011

0.034

0.046

0.031

0.009

0.019

0.020

0.005

0.046

0.041

0.009

0.001

0.004

1.990 (1.148–3.447)

0.641 (0.454–0.905)

0.343 (0.128–0.922)

3.629 (1.024–12.867)

0.628 (0.411–0.959)

2.548 (1.269–5.115)

2.639 (1.174–5.944)

2.831 (1.174–6.823)

5.993 (1.736–20.692)

0.583 (0.343–0.992)

0.545 (0.304–0.976)

1.877 (10.174–3.002)

4.658 (1.803–12.034)

3.591 (1.504–8.573)

Gene ID P-value Hazard ratio

Hazard ratio
0 5 10 15 20

Figure 1.  Univariate Cox proportional hazards 
regression analysis of 14 prognostic 
genes in patients with esophageal 
adenocarcinoma. The red and green 
squares represent the hazards ratio 
(HR) and the short transverse lines 
represent the 95% confidence interval. 
P<0.05.
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The risk curve, survival point map, and risk value of the rela-
tionship between the expression of critical genes were drawn 
by analyzing the survival difference of patients in the high- and 
low-risk assessment groups (Figure 4A). The results showed 
that with the increase of risk score, the number of deaths in the 
high-risk group was higher than that in the low-risk group, in-
dicating that the survival rate of patients in the high-risk group 
was low. A K-M survival curve (Figure 4B) was drawn for the 
high-risk and low-risk groups. From the survival data, the 3-year 
survival rate was 13.1% (95% CI, 4.15–4.16%) in the high-risk 
group and 70.2% (95% CI, 53.3–92.6%) in the low-risk group. 
The difference in survival rate between the 2 groups increased 
with the passing of time. The difference between the 2 groups 

was statistically significant (P<5.978E-06). At the same time, 
the ROC curve model was drawn (Figure 4C), where the over-
all survival for AUC was 0.849, and the C-index was 0.808, in-
dicating that the model was accurate in the prognosis of pa-
tients with EAC and had good clinical value.

Survival analysis of essential EAC prognostic genes

Further single-gene K-M survival analysis was performed on 
the 8 critical genes in the model obtained by multivariate Cox 
regression analysis. The results showed that 4 of the genes 
were statistically significant (P<0.05) and related to progno-
sis, namely, VAMP7, ATG5, BECN1, and DAPK1. The higher the 

TP73

DAPK1

BECN1

ATG12

SIRT1

CAPN1

VAMP7

ATG5

0.136

0.025

0.046

0.029

0.109

0.004

0.004

0.002

1.586 (0.866–2.905)

0.636 (0.428–0.945)

0.321 (0.106–0.978)

5.801 (1.201–28.024)

1.974 (0.859–4.536)

0.395 (0.210–0.743)

5.193 (1.716–15.716)

5.149 (1.792–14.791)

Gene ID P-value

236.79

237.12

238.85

239.79

239.95

242.93

243.50

244.56

AIC

0.460965

–0.4529

–1.1353

1.75806

0.680104

–0.92933

1.647224

1.638798

CoefHazard ratio

Hazard ratio
0 5 10 15 20 25

Figure 3.  Multivariate Cox proportional hazards 
regression analysis of 8 prognostic 
genes in patients with esophageal 
adenocarcinoma. The red and green 
squares represent the hazards 
ratios and the short transverse lines 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
P<0.05.
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expression level of VAMP7 and ATG5, the worse the progno-
sis, and the higher the expression level of BECN1 and DAPK1, 
the better the prognosis (Figure 5). These results indicated 
that VAMP7 and ATG5 may be independent adverse factors 
for EAC prognosis, while BECN1 and DAPK1 may be indepen-
dent protective factors for EAC prognosis.

Differential	expression	analysis	of	ATG5	and	BECN1	genes	
in	the	Oncomine	database

The Oncomine database was used to analyze the differential ex-
pression of ATG5, an independent adverse prognostic factor of 
EAC, and BECN1, an independent protective factor of EAC. The 
first 4 differential analyses results of the 2 genes with statistical 
significance (P<0.05) were selected for statistical analysis. Among 
all differentially expressed genes, the median value of ATG5 was 
580.5 (P=0.008), indicating that ATG5 was significantly highly 
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Figure 4.  Prognostic risk assessment model for patients with esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC). (A) From top to bottom are the risk 
scores and patients’ survival status distribution. The green dots in the figure represent the surviving patients, and the red 
dots represent the dead patients. The dotted line represents the median value of the risk score. The dotted line’s left side 
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survival in EAC patients by the risk score. AUC – area under the curve.
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expressed in EAC tissue (Figure 6A). The BECN1 gene ranked 
1739.5 among all differentially expressed genes (P=0.007), in-
dicating that BECN1 had significantly low expression in EAC tis-
sue (Figure 6B).

GSEA of essential prognostic genes

GO functional enrichment analysis of prognostic EAC genes 
by GSEA was carried out with “c5. all. v7.1. symbols. gmt” as 
the reference gene set, and the critical prognosis genes in GO 
were enriched in 5426 expression samples, 3949 of which had 
high expression and 1477 of which had low expression. There 
were 168 statistically significant genes in the high-expression 
samples (P<0.05) and 28 statistically significant genes in the 
low-expression samples (P<0.05). The top 5 items with high-
est enrichment scores in the high- and low-expression sam-
ple (Table 2) were visualized (Figure 7).

Using “c2. cp. kegg. v7.1. symbols. gmt” as the reference gene 
set, KEGG enrichment analysis results showed the prognosis of 

critical gene enrichment of the KEGG pathway in 178 genes, 94 
of which had high expression and 84 of which had low expres-
sion. Among them, 3 were statistically significant in the high-
expression samples (P<0.05), and 6 were statistically significant 
in the low-expression samples (P<0.05) (Table 3). The above 9 
items were visualized in high and low expression (Figure 8).

Discussion

Although esophagectomy, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy 
can improve EAC prognosis, not all EAC patients are helped by 
these therapies. The current application of molecularly target-
ed drugs in the treatment of EAC is not satisfactory [24]. The 
mechanism of autophagy in tumors has long been proposed as 
a new therapeutic approach. Several studies have supported 
an association of distinct expression levels between autopha-
gic genes and EAC, showing that ARG regulation may be asso-
ciated with EAC occurrence and development [25]. Therefore, 
we searched for EAC autophagy genes as molecular markers 
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Figure 5.  Survival analysis of genes associated with prognosis in patients with esophageal adenocarcinoma, Kaplan-Meier survival 
curves of 4 critical genes were selected with P<0.05 as the screening criteria. The red plots represent high expression and the 
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Table 2. Results of Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analyses.

Gene set name NES NOM	P val FDR q val

GO_REGULATION_OF_MITOTIC_SPINDLE_ASSEMBLY 2.0 0.000 1.000

GO_REGULATION_OF_SPINDLE_ASSEMBLY 1.93 0.002 1.000

GO_NEGATIVE_REGULATION_OF_DOUBLE_STRAND_BREAK_REPAIR_VIA_
HOMOLOGOUS_RECOMBINATION

1.89 0.004 1.000

GO_MAGNESIUM_DEPENDENT_PROTEIN_SERINE_THREONINEPHOS_PHATASE_
ACTIVITY

1.87 0.006 1.000

GO_ POSITIVE_REGULATION_OF_ERYTHROCYTE_DIFFERENTIATION 1.86 0.008 1.000

Gene set name NES NOM	P val FDR q val

GO_NEGATIVE_REGULATION_OF_VIRAL_RELEASE_FROM_HOST_CELL –1.99 0.000 0.517

GO_CYTOSOLIC_LARGE_RIBOSOMAL_SUBUNIT –1.81 0.010 1.000

GO_POSITIVE_REGULATION_OF_RECEPTOR_RECYCLING –1.81 0.002 1.000

GO_CYTOSOLIC_RIBOSOME –1.79 0.028 1.000

GO_ RIBOSOMAL_SMALL_SUBUNIT_ASSEMBLY –1.77 0.013 1.000

NES – normalized enrichment score; NOM – nominal; FDR – false discovery rate.

A: Enrichment in phenotype: High.

B: Enrichment in phenotype: Low.
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Legend
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The rank for a gene it the median rank for that gene across each of
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1. Cancer Type: Esophageal Cancer
     Barretina CellLine, Nature, 2012
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     Garnett CellLine, Nature, 2012 
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     Kimchi Esophagud, Cancer Res, 2005
4. Cancer Type: Esophageal Cancer
     Wooster CellLine, Not Published, 2008

Comparison of BECN1 Across 4 Analyses
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A B

Figure 6.  Expression analysis of esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) adverse prognostic factors based on the Oncomine database. 
(A) ATG5 and (B) BECN1 expression levels in EAC. The intensity of gene expression is indexed with the color bar, and the 
median rank is used to demonstrate the gene rank in each analysis.
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Table 3. Results of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analyses.

Gene set name NES NOM	P val FDR q val

KEGG_PROTEIN_EXPORT 1.58 0.041 1.000

KEGG_RIBOFLAVIN_METABOLISM 1.57 0.022 1.000

KEGG_TGF_BETA_SIGNALING_PATHWAY 1.53 0.039 1.000

Gene set name NES NOM	P val FDR q val

KEGG_RIBOSOME –1.82 0.006 0.397

KEGG_GLYCOLYSIS_GLUCONEOGENESIS –1.59 0.023 1.000

KEGG_FRUCTOSE_AND_MANNOSE_METABOLISM –1.56 0.043 0.974

KEGG_ARACHIDONIC_ACID_METABOLISM –1.56 0.023 0.745

KEGG_METABOLISM_OF_XENOBIOTICS_BY_CYTOCHROME_P450 –1.54 0.044 0.672

KEGG_PHENYLALANINE_METABOLISM –1.49 0.044 0.758

NES – normalized enrichment score; NOM – nominal; FDR – false discovery rate.

A: Enrichment in phenotype: High.

B: Enrichment in phenotype: Low.
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Figure 7.  Gene Ontology (GO) functional enrichment analysis of essential prognostic genes of esophageal adenocarcinoma by gene set 
enrichment analysis (GSEA) was carried out with “c5. all. v7.1. symbols. gmt” as the reference GSEA criteria. The 5 items with 
the highest enrichment scores were screened out in the high- and low-expression samples.
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Figure 8.  Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis of essential prognostic genes of esophageal 
adenocarcinoma by gene set GSEA was carried out with “c2. cp. kegg. v7.1. symbols. gmt” as the reference gene set, and 
the first 6 items with higher enrichment scores were screened out in the high samples and 3 items in the low expression 
samples.

to help design an autophagy-targeted treatment strategy to 
improve patient prognosis with esophageal cancer.

This study summarized the RNA-seq data and clinical infor-
mation on EAC in the TCGA database. The HADb database 
screened 206 ARGs, univariate Cox regression analysis was 
used to obtain 14 prognostic ARGs to reduce the collinearity 
between genes, 13 ARGs were obtained by Lasso regression 
analysis, and the HR values and corresponding P values of au-
tophagy-related prognostic genes were further calculated by 
multivariate Cox regression analysis. Eight prognostic genes 
related to EAC and autophagy were screened and constructed. 
Those 8 genes were defined as critical genes in the risk score 
model of EAC and ARGs, and the prognostic risk model was 
constructed. The median of the prognostic risk index of the 
model was 1.14E+00. According to the prognostic risk index’s 
median value, patients with EAC were divided into high-risk 
and low-risk assessment groups. The model’s K-M risk curve 
was drawn, the ROC curve of the model was drawn, and the 
AUC was calculated as 0.849. The C-index was 0.808, and the 
model’s AUC and C-index showed that the model was accurate 
for the prognosis of EAC in patients, with good clinical prac-
tice value to determine the diagnostic and prognostic value of 
essential prognostic ARGs in EAC. K-M survival analysis of the 

essential prognostic genes in the multivariate Cox regression 
model was performed. The obtained 4 genes, DAPK1, BECN1, 
ATG5 and VAMP7, showed statistical significance (P<0.05) and 
were related to prognosis. The higher the expression level of 
VAMP7 and ATG5, the worse the prognosis, and the higher the 
expression level of BECN1 and DAPK1, the better the progno-
sis. ATG5 and BECN1 were selected for Oncomine differential 
expression analysis, showing that ATG5 was significantly high-
ly expressed in EAC tissue. The expression of BECN1 was sig-
nificantly low in EAC tissue, which verified the survival anal-
ysis results of the critical gene by K-M. In GSEA with “c5” as 
the reference gene set, it was found that the high and low ex-
pression of the gene set was mainly concentrated in biological 
functions such as cell generation and regulation of the cell cy-
cle. In GSEA with “c2” as the reference gene set, it was found 
that the high and low expression of the gene set was mainly 
concentrated in metabolic pathways such as maintaining cell 
activity. Four genes associated with prognosis and with sta-
tistical significance (P<0.05) were analyzed.

DAPK1 regulates multiple cellular processes and plays an essen-
tial role in the pro-apoptotic, apoptotic, and autophagy path-
ways. DAPK1 participates in autophagy by phosphorylating 
downstream Beclin-1 and enhances autophagy via interaction 
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with Beclin-1 [26]. Some studies have found that Beclin-1 gene 
mutation or gene knockout cells could not form an effective 
autophagosome to clear damaged organelles, and mitochon-
dria could not repair DNA and protein damage, leading to ag-
gregation of harmful substances, inflammatory factors, and 
cytokines, thus inducing tumor formation [27]. Other studies 
showed that Beclin-1 expression is significantly decreased in the 
tumor tissues of digestive tract tumors and the corresponding 
normal tissue cells, indicating that Beclin-1-mediated autoph-
agy plays a role in the inhibition of tumor development [28]. 
Recent research shows that the loss of Beclin-1 expression 
occurs more frequently in patients with EAC than in controls 
(49.0% vs. 4.8%) [29]. Additionally, Beclin-1 expression level 
is negatively correlated with EAC histologic grade and stage 
(P<0.005). Beclin-1 could cause long-term survival, which im-
plies that Beclin-1 is a tumor suppressor gene that may act as a 
prognostic biomarker. The above research results are consistent 
with the results of the present study. The autophagic protein 
ATG5 plays an essential role in the formation of the autopha-
gic vacuole [30], which could combine with Atg12 and Atg16 
to form an autophagic complex [14]. Studies have found that 
increased ATG5 expression was observed in esophageal cancer, 
compared to normal tissue, and the high ATG5 expression tu-
mor group showed a poor prognosis, including overall survival 
and progression-free survival [31]. In addition, ATG5 inhibition 
contributed to the treatment of patients with esophageal car-
cinoma [32]. This result was consistent with the results of our 
present study. Another study found that ATG5 protein expres-
sion in several gastric cancer cell lines was higher than that in 
regular gastric mucosa epithelial cell lines; the high expression 

of ATG5 in gastric cancer promoted the occurrence and devel-
opment of tumors [33]. The above studies show that ATG5 is 
a high-risk gene, which indicates worse prognosis when high-
ly expressed. VAMP7 is a SNARE protein, mediating specific 
membrane fusion through intracellular transport. It has been 
reported that VAMP7 can regulate the formation of autopha-
gy [34]. Some studies have found that VAMP7 connects with 
the tumor cell membrane through protease secretion vesicles, 
and that the protease accumulated at the end of pseudopo-
dia erodes the basement membrane surrounding breast can-
cer tissue [35]. VAMP7 inactivation could significantly reduce 
the ability of breast cancer cells to degrade the extracellular 
matrix, which may be the molecular mechanism of potential 
tumor cell metastasis. These prognostic ARGs may be useful 
for cancer detection and might be a valid strategy to increase 
patient survival.

Conclusions

ARGs affecting prognosis were screened and combined into a 
risk scoring model. Multiple bioinformatic methods confirmed 
their essential role in EAC prognosis. The relationship between 
risk score and survival time of patients was verified. The ex-
pression of these 4 genes, DAPK1, BECN1, ATG5 and VAMP7, 
can be used to calculate the risk score for any patient with EAC 
to evaluate the patients by clinical data analysis. The model 
could also be used as an independent prognostic factor, pro-
viding adequate prognostic information and clinical applica-
tion value for patients with EAC.
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